ELDERLY ABUSE

for restricted 'Certified Mail' that Clara never received.

The permits on their building project had all expired without Clara’s knowledge and now all was lost for Clara and her husband Dr. A.J. Fernandez, neither of them ever got to see their project started much less finished. They lost their ‘grandfathered building privileges’, permit fees, architectural fees, septic tank fees, as well as their Health Department permit fees, soil test fees, engineering fees, and survey fees.

The financial cost to Clara, A.J. and their Estate was staggering! And the psychological damage that Dr. Fernandez suffered by being forcibly separated from his wife was CRUEL! The injuries that Clara suffered as a result of neglect, disuse, and drugging by her captors that led up to her disability, is SHAMEFUL and beyond any dollar amount!
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Friday, December 15, 2006

"Do We Really Live in a Nation Of Laws ?" -

Are Living Wills, Surrogate Powers, Trusts, and Last Testaments just pieces of papers sold by the legal establishment as false blankets of security, and a means of justifying their existence. When it comes down to it, the ole' saying applies, "Possession" is 9/10Ths of the Law.

In view of the unfortunate chain of events that were un-unleashed upon Clara and her husband when she was "Improperly Removed" from her home on August 20Th. 2004, there are many valid questions that must be asked!

Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.”

John 8:32

Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.”

John 8:32

Blog Archive

* A Tribute to A.J. and Clara - I'd
"When I arrived at Jackson Memorial Hospital in Miami, Florida, I was shocked to see my mother Clara with a scar from the top of her head to the very base of her skull, this meant that she underwent major surgery. What had surprised me the most is that Clara specifically said in her 'Living Will' executed on August of 1998, and then again reiterated on November 12th, 2003, and I quote, that she wanted her wishes to be upheld, and it reads as follows:

- "It is my intention that this declaration be honored by my family and physicians as the final expressions of my legal right to refuse medical or surgical treatment and to accept the consequences of such refusal." - {"Clara Living Will Paragraph 3"}

- "In the event that I have been determined to to be incapacitated, I designate my son, Raul A. Fernandez as my surrogate for all such purposes and to carry out my desires expressed in my declaration made above." - {"Clara Living Will Paragraph 4"}

So at this point, it became apparent that Clara was denied that right to have her surrogate notified and consulted as it was an advance directive in her legal documents.

Consequently after speaking with Mr. Tom Baur of 'Jackson Memorial Patient Relations' department, it was established that there was a misunderstanding in Clara's patient records and this issue has since been cleared up.

This was in my mind, a kind of flashback to when Clara was flown into "Baptist Hospital Kendall Region" from Key West, Florida after being

And now these three remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is love.

1 Corinthians 13:12-13

Cherish all your happy moments;
left alone in a hotel room by her captors that gave her an over-dose of tranquilizers on November 17th, resulting in her fall and thus she sustained her serious and debilitating injuries.

Her husband Dr. A. J. Fernandez who was desperate to see his wife Clara after 4 months of not knowing of her whereabouts until her fall in Key West and hospitalization in Baptist Hospital Kendall Region, had written petitioning them to allow him to see her and to alert their staff members working with his wife Clara, of her 'captors' planning to further their efforts in her abduction by having her released back into their custody and his letter was ignored by a social worker as well as the supervisor on duty. Consequently, Clara was then released back to the unauthorized parties = (Her Captors), who hurriedly relocated her to another undisclosed location. 

"It would be 9 more months of agony for Dr. A.J. Fernandez until he got to see his wife again, unfortunately, he died only a few months after he initially petitioned Baptist Hospital concerning the efforts of her captors to regain physical control over Clara once again."

The Laws were flaunted again by Real Estate Titles and Personal Property being Illegally Obtained and Transfered into the names of the person/persons who took advantage of Clara, and many other elderly women, as well as other Financial, Accounts and Assets that were Illegally Obtained and Liquidated from a list of Elderly Women, and Clara was just one of the many names on their list. - Yes,...Many Elderly Women were Illegally and Improperly removed from their homes and their Assets were Liquidated, as well as the Property and they make a fine cushion for old age.

Booth Tarkington (1869 - 1946)

The Legal System Is Overburdened and Unable to take care of our most vulnerable assets "OUR ELDERLY"

New evidence will be introduced daily Attention will be focused on people who abuse the elderly. The weaknesses of the Division of Children and Families, Law Enforcement Agencies and Politicians which sometimes falls short of...